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Abstract

A Cooperative Knowledge-Based System (CKBS) is a collection of au-
tonomous knowledge-based systems called agents which are capable of inter-
acting with each other. A query can be submitted to one agent or a group of
agents. An agent when contacted by the user acts as a master agent, he sends
requests to other agents which act as his slaves. Clearly, any agent in CKBS
can be contacted by a user. So, any agent in CKBS can be a master agent.
In this paper, an agent is represented by an information system (either com-
plete or incomplete) and a collection of rules called a knowledge base. Rules
we interpret as descriptions of some attribute values in terms of other attribute
values. These descriptions are usually not precise and they only provide lower
and upper approximations of attribute values. We say that an attribute value
is reachable by an agent if either it belongs to the domain of one of the at-
tributes in his information system or it is a decision part of one of the rules in
his knowledge base. In the second case all attribute values from the classi�ca-
tion part of a rule have to be reachable. Rules in our system are computed at
one site of CKBS, sent to other sites of CKBS and stored in their knowledge
bases, if needed. So, the set of reachable attribute values at any site of CKBS
is constantly changing. Knowledge bases built that way might easily become
inconsistent because rules they contain are created independently at di�erent
sites of CKBS. The problem of repairing inconsistent rules was investigated in
[19]. In this paper, we propose a strategy for discovering rules in incomplete
information systems and give a formal system for handling queries in CKBS
where each site is represented by either an incomplete or a complete information
system.

Key Words: incomplete information system, cooperative query answering, rough
sets, multi-agent system, knowledge discovery.
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1 Introduction

By a cooperative knowledge-based system (CKBS) we mean a collection of au-
tonomous knowledge-based systems called agents (sites) which are capable of inter-
acting with each other. Each agent is represented by an information system (either
complete or an incomplete) and a collection of rules called a knowledge base. Any
site of CKBS can be a source of a local or a global query. By a local query for a
site i (or i-reachable query) we mean a query entirely built from values of attributes
local for i. Local queries need only to access an information system of the site where
they were issued and they are completely processed on the system associated with
that site. In order to resolve a global query for a site i (built from values of attributes
not necessarily local for i) successfuly, we may need to access an information system
at more than one site of CKBS and search for rules describing values of attributes
(used in a query) which are not local for the site i. So, by learning at site i we mean
the process of creating rules, by neighbors of i, which describe values of attributes
not reachable at the site i in terms of values of attributes reachable at i. These rules
[[20], [21], [22]] are used to replace a query which is not reachable at site i by an ap-
proximate reachable query at site i. This approach to query evaluation also reduces
the volume of data transfer between sites.

When a query is received by a site k, its Query Answering System (QAS) identi-
�es all k-unreachable values of attributes in a query. Next, it transformes the query
to its equivalent DNF form and asks other sites of CKBS for descriptions of k-
unreachable values of attributes, used in a query, in terms of k-reachable one. If j is a
site contacted by QAS, then QAS identi�es all attributes which are both k-reachable
and j-reachable. In rough sets terminology, we should see them as classi�cation at-
tributes. At the same time, k-unreachable attributes are interpreted by site j as
decision attributes. There is a number of strategies which allow us to �nd optimal
rules describing decision attributes in terms of classi�cation attributes. We should
mention here such systems like LERS (developed by J. Grzymala-Busse), DQuest
(developed by W. Ziarko), AQ15 (developed by R. Michalski) or rules discovery sys-
tem based on discriminant functions proposed by A. Skowron (see [23]). Most of
these strategies have been developed under the assumption that the database part of
KBS is complete. Problem of inducing rules from attributes with incomplete values
was discussed in [[9], [11]). M. Kryszkiewicz in [12] suggests a strategy for generating
crisp (the certainty factor is equal to 1) rules from incomplete databases (with null
values). Our strategy shows how to compute such rules with certainty factors not
necessarily equal to 1.

2 Basic De�nitions

In this section, we introduce the notion of an information system, distributed infor-
mation system, a knowledge base, and s(i)-terms which are called local for a site i.
We introduce the notion of a rule and show the process of building knowledge bases.
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By an information system [12,13] we mean a structure S = (X;A; V; f), where X
is a �nite set of objects, A is a �nite set of attributes (or properties), V is the set-
theoretical union of domains of attributes from A, and f is a classi�cation function
which describes objects in terms of their attribute values. We assume that:

� V =
S
fVa : a 2 Ag is �nite,

� Va \ Vb = ; for any a; b 2 A such that a 6= b,

� f : X � A �! 2V [ f?g where f(x; a) 2 2Va [ f?g for any x 2 X, a 2 A.

If f(x; a) = ?, then the value of the attribute a for the object x is unknown. We
will call system S incomplete if there is a 2 A, x 2 X such that card(f(x; a)) � 2 or
f(x; a) = ?. Otherwise system S is complete. For simplicity reason any complete or
incomplete information system will be just called an information system.

Example 1. Let us consider an information system S1 = (X1; fA;B;C;D;Eg; V1; f1)
given below. We assume that V1 = fa1; a2; a3; b1; b2; b3; c1; c2; c3; d1; d2; e1; e2; e3g.
Clearly, S1 is incomplete.

X1 A B C D E
x1 fa1; a2g fb1; b2g c1 d1 fe1; e2g
x2 fa2; a3g fb1; b2g d2 e1
x3 a1 fc1; c3g e3
x4 a3 c2 d1 fe1; e2g
x5 fa1; a2g b1 c2 e1
x6 a2 b2 c3 d2 fe2; e3g
x7 a2 fb1; b3g fc1; c2g d2 e2
x8 a3 b2 c1 d1 e3

Table 1: Information System S1

We assume here that Dom(A) = fa1; a2; a3g, Dom(B) = fb1; b2; b3g, Dom(C) =
fc1; c2; c3g, Dom(D) = fd1; d2g, and Dom(E) = fe1; e2; e3g. Clearly, f1(x1; A) =
fa1; a2g, f1(x1; B) = fb1g, etc. Often, we write a instead of a singleton set fag.

Let S1 = (X1; A1; V1; f1), S2 = (X2; A2; V2; f2) be information systems.

� S2 is a subsystem of S1 if X2 � X1, A2 � A1, V2 � V1 and
(8x 2 X2)(8a 2 A2)[f1(x; a) � f2(x; a)].

� S2, S1 are consistent if f1(x; a) � f2(x; a) or f2(x; a) � f1(x; a) for any a 2
A1 \ A2, x 2 X1 \X2.
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X A B C D
x1 fa1; a2g fb1; b2g d1
x2 fa2; a3g d2
x3 a1 fc1; c3g
x4 a3 c2 d1
x5 fa1; a2g b1 c2
x6 a2 b2 c3 d2
x7 a2 fb1; b3g fc1; c2g d2

Table 2: Information System S

Example 2. It can be easily checked that an incomplete information system,
represented by Table 2, is a subsystem of the system represented by Table 1.

Let us assume that S = (X;A; V; f) is an information system, a 2 A and
Va = fv1; v2; ::; vkg. Let X(a; vi) = fx 2 X : vi 2 f(x; a)g. By a covering of X
generated by an attribute a we mean the set [a]? = fX(a; vi) : 1 � i � kg. If B � A,
then by a covering of X generated by B we mean the set [B]? =

T
f[b]? : b 2 Bg.

Now, if a 2 A and B � A, then B is called a covering of the attribute a in S (denoted
[B]? � [a]?) if (8Y 2 [B]?)(9Z 2 [a]?)(Y � Z).

For example, if S is an information system represented by Table 1, then
[C]? = ffx1; x2; x3; x7; x8g; fx2; x4; x5; x7g; fx2; x3; x6gg,
[E]? = ffx1; x2; x4; x5g; fx1; x4; x6; x7g; fx3; x6; x8gg, and
[fC;Eg]? = ffx1; x2g; fx1; x7g; fx3; x8g; fx4; x5g; fx4; x7g; fx2g; fx6g; fx3; x6gg.

Clearly, fC;Eg is the covering of both C and E in S.

We will use the notation [B]? 6� [a]? instead of non([B]? � [a]?).

Now, assume that S = (X;A; V; f), a 2 A, and Z � A � fag. Let Pk be the set
of all subsets of the same cardinality k of the set Z. Below, we give an algorithm for
�nding the set of all coverings, included in Z, of the attribute a 2 A. This algorithm
is similar to the one proposed by Grzymala-Busse in [8].

Algorithm Coverings(Z; a);
begin

C := 0;
compute covering [a]?;
k := 1;
while k � card(Z) do

begin
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for each set of attributes P in Pk do

compute covering [P ]? of X;
if (P is not a superset of any member of C)
and [P ]? � [a]? then add P to C;

k := k + 1
end

end

end

By an incomplete distributed information system [8] we mean a pair DS =
(fSigi2I ; L) where:

� Si = (Xi; Ai; Vi; fi) is an information system for any i 2 I,

� L is a symmetric, binary relation on the set I,

� I is a set of sites,

� (9i 2 I)[Si is incomplete]

Systems Si; Sj (sites i; j) are called neighbors in a distributed information system
DS if (i; j) 2 L. The transitive closure of L in I is denoted by L?.

A distributed information system DS = (fSigi2I; L) is consistent if:
(8i)(8j)(8x 2 Xi \Xj)(8a 2 Ai \ Aj)

[(x; a) 2 Dom(fi) \ Dom(fj) �! fi(x; a) � fj(x; a) or fj(x; a) �
fi(x; a)].

The inclusion fi(x; a) � fj(x; a) means that the system Si has more precise in-
formation about the property a of an object x than the system Sj does. In order to
show that this de�nition of consistency does not cause any problems, we introduce
a set I<x;a> = fi 2 I : (x; a) 2 Dom(fi)g for any (x; a) 2

S
fDom(fi) : i 2 Ig. It

can be easily shown that
T
ffj(x; a) : j 2 I<x;a>g 6= ; for any (x; a) 2

S
fDom(fi) :

i 2 Ig unless DS is inconsistent. To prove this proerty it is enough to observe that
ffi(x; a) : i 2 I<x;a>g is a linearly ordered set with respect to inclusion. The set
T
ffj(x; a) : j 2 I<x;a>g can be interpreted as the consensus of all sites of DS on the

property a of an object x.

Now, we plan to introduce the notion of a knowledge baseDki, (k; i) 2 L?, contain-
ing rules describing values of attributes from Ak �Ai in terms of values of attributes
from Ak\Ai (see [20]). We begin with de�nitions of s(i)-terms, s(i)-formulas and their
standard interpretation Mi in a distributed information system DS = (fSjgj2I; L),
where Sj = (Xj; Aj; Vj; fj) and Vj =

S
fVja : a 2 Ajg, for any j 2 I.

By a set of s(i)-terms we mean a least set Ti such that:
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� 0; 1 2 Ti,

� (a; w) 2 Ti for any a 2 Ai and w 2 Via,

� if t1; t2 2 Ti, then (t1 + t2); (t1 � t2);� t1 2 Ti.

We say that:

� s(i)-term t is atomic if it is of the form (a; w) or � (a; w) where a 2 Bi � Ai

and w 2 Via

� s(i)-term t is positive if it is of the form
Q
f(a; w) : a 2 Bi � Ai and w 2 Viag

� s(i)-term t is primitive if it is of the form
Q
ftj : tj is atomic g

� s(i)-term is in disjunctive normal form (DNF) if t =
P
ftj : j 2 Jg where

each tj is primitive.

By a local query for a site i (s(i)-query) we mean any element in Ti which is in
DNF.

Before we give the interpretation of s(i)-queries, we use Table 1 to outline a method
for retrieving objects in the system S1 having property (A; a1). Clearly object x3 has
a property (A; a1). About objects x1; x5 we can only say that they might have
property (A; a1). In this case, our QAS returns a set f(x1; 1=2); (x3; 1); (x5; 1=2)g as
the answer for a local i-query (A; a1). This set should be seen as a collection of three
statements given below:

� object x1 has a property (A; a1) with a con�dence 1/2,

� object x3 has a property (A; a1) with a con�dence 1, and

� object x5 has a property (A; a1) with a con�dence 1/2.

Similarly, if we ask the system for all objects having property (B; b1), we will get
the set f(x1; 1); (x3; 1=2); (x5; 1); (x7; 1=2)g as the answer. Now, in order to be more
general, assume that f(xi; pi) : i 2 Ng is the answer for a s(i)-query (A; a1) and
f(xj; qj) : j 2Mg is the answer for a s(i)-query (B; b1) in an incomplete information
system S. In order to �nd all objects in S having property (a1 ? b1), we take the
intersection of the above two sets de�ned as f(xi; qi�pi) : i 2 N\Mg. In our example,
f(x1; 1=2); (x3; 1=2); (x5; 1=2)g is the answer for a s(i)-query (a1 ? b1).

Let us be more formal. We assume that X is a set of objects. By an X-algebra
we mean a sequence (P;

L
;
N
;:) where:

� P = fPi : i 2 Jg where Pi = f(x; p<x;i>) : p<x;i> 2 [0; 1] & x 2 Xg,

� Pi

N
Pj = f(x; p<x;i> � p<x;j>) : x 2 Xg,
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� Pi

L
Pj = f(x;max(p<x;i>; p<x;j>)) : x 2 Xg,

� :Pi = f(x; 1� p<x;i>) : x 2 Xg,

� P is closed under the above three operations.

Theorem 1 Let Pi; Pj; Pk 2 P. Then:

� (Pi

N
Pj)
N
Pk = Pi

N
(Pj

N
Pk),

� (Pi

L
Pj)
L
Pk = Pi

L
(Pj

L
Pk),

� (Pi

L
Pj)
N
Pk = (Pi

N
Pk)
L
(Pj

N
Pk),

� Pi

N
Pj = Pj

N
Pi,

� Pi

L
Pj = Pj

L
Pi,

� Pi

L
Pi = Pi.

By a standard interpretation of s(i)-queries in a distributed information system
DS = (fSjgj2I; L) we mean a partial function Mi, from the set of s(i)-queries into
Xi-algebra, de�ned as follows:

� Dom(Mi) � Ti ,

� Mi((a; w)) = f(x; p) : x 2 Xi & w 2 fi(x; a) & p = 1=card(fi(x; a))g for any
w 2 Vi,

� Mi(� (a; w)) = :Mi((a; w))

� for any atomic term t1(a) 2 f(a; w);� (a; w)g and any primitive term t =
Q
fs(b) : (s(b) = (b; wb) or s(b) =� (b; wb)) & (b 2 Bi � Ai) & (wb 2 Vib)g we

have

Mi(t ? t1(a)) =Mi(t)
N
Mi(t1) if a 62 Bi

Mi(t ? t1(a)) = ; if a 2 Bi and t1(a) 6= s(a),
Mi(t ? t1(a)) =Mi(t) if a 2 Bi and t1(a) = s(a).

� for any s(i)-terms t1; t2

Mi(t1 + t2) = Mi(t1)
L
Mi(t2).

By (k; i)-rule in DS = (fSjgj2I; L), k; i 2 I, we mean a pair (t; c) such that:

� c 2 Vk � Vi

� t is a positive s(k)-term which belongs to Tk \Ti
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� if (x; p1) 2Mk(t) then (9p2)[(x; p2) 2Mk(c)] .

We say that (k; i)-rule (t; c) is in k-optimal form if there is no other subterm
t1 2 Tk\Ti of s(k)-term t, such that: if (x; p1) 2Mk(t1), then (9p2)[(x; p2) 2Mk(c)]

An object x satis�es a rule r = (t; c) with a certainty p at site k, if p = p1 � p2,
(x; p1) 2 Mk(t), and (x; p2) 2Mk(c).

Let X = fxi : 1 � i � ng and xi satis�es the rule r = (t; c) with a certainty pi at
site k for any i 2 f1; 2; :::; ng. We say that r has certainty p, if
p = [�fpi : pi 6= 0 & 1 � i � ng]=[cardfi : pi 6= 0 & 1 � i � ng].

By a knowledge base Dki we mean any set of (k; i)-rules satisfying the condition
below:

if (t; c) 2 Dki then (9t1)(t1;� c) 2 Dki.

We say that a knowledge base Dki is in k-optimal form if all its rules are in k-
optimal form.

Let us assume that an information system S1 is represented by Table 1 and system
S2 by Table 3. Assume also that Nk(t) = fx 2 Xk : (9p)[(x; p) 2 Mk(t)g. We show
how to construct a knowledge base D12 in 1-optimal form. The following coverings of
X1 can be computed directly from the information system S1 applying the algorithm
Coverings(Z; a) described earlier:

[C]? = fN1(c1); N1(c2); N1(c3)g = ffx1; x2; x3; x7; x8g; fx2; x4; x5; x7g; fx2; x3; x6gg,
[E]? = fN1(e1); N1(e2); N1(e3)g = ffx1; x2; x4; x5g; fx1; x4; x6; x7g; fx3; x6; x8gg,
[D]? = fN1(d1); N1(d2)g = ffx1; x3; x4; x5; x8g; fx2; x3; x5; x6; x7gg,
[B]? = fN1(b1); N1(b2); N1(b3)g =

ffx1; x2; x3; x4; x5; x7g; fx1; x2; x3; x4; x6; x8g; fx3; x4; x7gg,
[C;E]? = fN1(c1 ? e1); N1(c1 ? e2); N1(c1 ? e3); N1(c2 ? e1); N1(c2 ? e2);

N1(c2 ? e3); N1(c3 ? e1); N1(c3 ? e2); N1(c3 ? e3)g =
ffx1; x2g; fx1; x7g; fx3; x8g; fx2; x4; x5g; fx4; x7g; ;; fx2g; fx6g; fx3; x6gg,

[C;D]? = fN1(c1?d1); N1(c1?d2); N1(c2?d1); N1(c2?d2); N1(c3?d1); N1(c3?d2)g =
ffx1; x3; x8g; fx2; x3; x7g; fx4; x5g; fx2; x5; x7g; fx3g; fx2; x3; x6gg,

[D;E]? = fN1(d1?e1); N1(d1?e2); N1(d1?e3); N1(d2?e1); N1(d2?e2); N1(d2?e3)g =
ffx1; x4; x5g; fx1; x4g; fx3; x8g; fx2; x5g; fx6; x7g; fx3; x6gg.

It can be easily checked that:
[C]? 6� [B]?, [D]? 6� [B]?, [E]? 6� [B]?, [fD;Eg]? 6� [B]?, [fC;Eg]? � [B]?, [fC;Dg]? �
[B]?, [fC;D;Eg]? � [B]?.

So, fC;Eg, fC;Dg are minimal coverings of X1.
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In order to �nd the rules describing the attribute B in terms of attributes from
fC;Eg we have to �nd all pairs (N1(t1); N1(t2)) such that N1(t1) 2 [fC;Eg]?,
N1(t2) 2 [B]?, and N1(t1) � N1(t2). Each pair (N1(t1); N1(t2)) satisfying these
conditions gives us a rule (t1; t2).

X2 F C D E G
a1 f1 c1 d1 e1 g1
a6 f2 c1 d2 fe2; e3g g2
a8 c2 d1 e3 g1
a9 f2 c1 e3 g1
a10 f2 c2 d1 fe1; e3g g1
a11 f1 c2 d1 e3 g2
a12 f1 c1 d2 fe2; e3g g1

Table 3: Information System S2

So, in our example rules describing the attribute B in terms of attributes from
fC;Eg are:

(c1*e1,b1), (c1*e2,b1), (c2*e1,b1), (c2*e2,b1), (c3*e1,b1),
(c1*e1,b2), (c1*e3,b2), (c3*e1,b2), (c3*e2,b2), (c3*e3,b2), and
(c2*e2,b3).

The corresponding rules in 1-optimal form (with certainty factors) are listed in
Table 4.

Rules CertaintyFactor
(e1; b1) [1=4 + 1=2 + 1=6 + 1]=4 = 23=48

(c1 � e2; b1) [1=4 + 1=4]=2 = 1=4
(c2; b1) [1=6 + 1=3 + 1 + 1=4]=4 = 7=16

(c1 � e1; b2) [1=4 + 1=6]=2 = 5=24
(e3; b2) [1=3 + 1=2 + 1]=3 = 11=18
(c3; b2) [1=6 + 1=6 + 1]=3 = 8=18

(c2 � e2; b3) [1=6 + 1=4]=2 = 5=24

Table 4: Rules built at Site 1

Rules built at Site k can be sent to Site i of a distributed information system
DS = (fSjgj2I; L), for any k; i 2 I (see [ [14], [21], [22] ]). They are stored in the
knowledge base Dki at Site i. So, the knowledge base Dki represents beliefs of an
agent k at site i. Clearly, if we store at Site i beliefs of several agents from DS, then
the set of all beliefs stored at Site i might become inconsistent. In [19] we discussed
the problem of repairing inconsistencies if DS is complete.
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3 Distributed Knowledge-Based System

In this section, we de�ne a Distributive Knowledge Based System (DKBS) and
introduce the notion of its consistency. We also give an example of DKBS.

Let fDkigk2Ki
, Ki � I, be a collection of knowledge bases where Dki was created

at site k 2 I for any k 2 Ki and Di =
S
fDki : k 2 Kig [ Ri. By Ri we mean a set

of rules (t; c) created by an expert and stored at site i. Additionally, we assume here
that t is an s(i)-term. System (f(Si; Di)gi2I; L), introduced in [[20], [22]], is called a
distributed knowledge-based system (DKBS).

a6 f2 d2c1 {e2, e3}

X2 F C D E G

g2

a1

a8

a9

a10

a11

a12

f1 c1 d1 e1 g1

c2 d1 e3 g1

f2 c1 e3 g1

f2 c2 d1 {e1, e3} g1

f1 c2 d1 e3 g2

f1 c1 d2 {e3, e2} g1

Rules Certainty Factor

SITE 2

(e1, b1)

(c1*e2, b1)

(c2, b1)

(c1*e1, b2)

(e3, b2)

(c3, b2)

(c2*e2, b3)

23/48

1/4

7/16

5/24

11/18

8/18

5/24

Links

to other sites

Figure 1: Site 2 of DKBS

Rules (t1; w1) 2 Dki , (t2; w2) 2 Dni are consistent at Site i if At(w1) 6= At(w2)
or w1 = w2 or Mi(t1 ? t2) = ;. Otherwise, we call them possibly inconsistent. We
say that the knowledge base Di is consistent at Site i if any two rules in Di are
consistent at Site i. Similarly, we say that the distributed knowledge based system
DS = (f(Si; Di)gi2I ; L) is consistent if Di is consistent at Site i for any i 2 I.

To give an example of aDKBS let us assume for simplicity reason that our system
has only two sites (Site1 and Site2) represented by Table 1 and Table 3. Knowledge
base D12, represented by Table 4, is added to the Site2. Clearly, D12 is consistent at
Site2. Figure 1 represents our DKBS.
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4 Query Language and Its Interpretation.

In this section we introduce a query language and propose its optimistic interpretation
in a Site(i) of DKBS. We give a formal system for handling queries in DKBS. This
system is sound and complete.

Standard interpretation Mi, introduced in Section 2, shows how to interpret s(i)-
queries in a Site(i) of DKBS. The question of interpreting DNF queries built from
values of attributes belonging to a superset of Vi in Site(i) remains open. Such
queries are called global for a Site i. Their standard interpretation at Site i of a
distributed knowlege based system (f(Sj; Dj)gj2I; L), where Dj =

S
fDnj : n 2 Kjg,

Si = (Xi; Ai; Vi; fi) is proposed. To simplify our notation, we write S instead of Si ,we
write w instead of and atomic term (a; w) and assume that V = Vi =

S
fVia : a 2 Aig

and CS =
S
fVj : j 2 Ig � V . Elements in CS are called concepts at site i.

By a query language L(S;CS) we mean a sequence (A; T; F ), where A is an al-
phabet, T is a set of DNF terms (queries), and F is a set of atomic formulas.

The alphabet A of L(S;CS) contains:

� constants: w where w 2 Vi [ CS

� constants: 0; 1

� functors: +, ?, �

� predicate: =

� auxiliary symbols: (, ).

The set of terms T is a least set such that:

� constants 0; 1 are terms,

� if w is a constant, then w;� w are terms,

� if t1; t2 are terms, then t1 ? t2 is a term.

The set of DNF terms is a least set such that:

� if t is a term, then t is a DNF term,

� if t1; t2 are DNF terms, then t1 + t2 is a DNF term.

Parentheses are used, if necessary, in the obvious way. As will turn out later,
the order of a sum or product is immaterial. So, we will abbreviate �nite sums and
products as

P
ftj : j 2 Jg and

Q
ftj : j 2 Jg, respectively.

The set of atomic formulas F is a least set such that:

� if t1; t2 are DNF terms, then (t1 = t2) is an atomic formula.
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Let Mi be a standard interpretation of local s(i)-queries in DS = (fSj)gj2I; L).
By a standard interpretation of DNF queries and atomic formulas from L(S;CS)
in S-consistent distributed knowledge based system (fSj; fDkjgk2Kj

gj2I; L), where
S = (Xi; Ai; Vi; fi) and Vi =

S
fVia : a 2 Aig, we mean a partial function Ni from the

set of DNF queries into Xi-algebra (P;
L
;
N
;:) such that:

(1) for any w 2 Via,
Ni(w) =Mi(a; w),
Ni(� w) = :Ni(w)

(2) if w 2 CS,
Ni(w) = max(f(x; p) : x 2 Xi (9n 2 Ki)(9p > 0)(9t)[(t; w) 2 Dni & (x; p) 2Mi(t)]g),
Ni(� w) = max(f(x; p) : x 2 Xi (9n 2 Ki)(9p > 0)(9t)[(t;� w) 2 Dni & (x; p) 2Mi(t)]g)
where (x; p) 2 max(D) i� � (9q > p)((x; p) 2 D & (x; q) 2 D)

(3) Ni(0) = Ni(� 1) = ;,
Ni(1) = Ni(� 0) = Xi

(4) for any terms t; w
Ni(t ? w) = Ni(t)

N
Ni(w)

Ni(t ? (� w)) = Ni(t)
N
Ni(� w)

(5) for any DNF terms t1; t2
Ni(t1 + t2) = Ni(t1) [Ni(t2),

(6) for any DNF terms t1; t2
Ni((t1 = t2)) = (if Ni(t1) = Ni(t2) then T else F )
( T stands for True and F for False)

From the point of view of site i, the interpretation Ni represents a pessimistic
approach to query evaluation. If (x; p) belongs to the response of a query t, it means
that x satis�es the query t with a con�dence not less than p.

Let us adopt the following set A of Axiom Schemata:

A1: Substitutions of the axioms of distributive lattices for terms and the axioms
of equality

A2: � v + v = 1 for any v 2 Vi
A3: for any term t,

� 0 = 1, � 1 = 0, 1+ t = 1, 1 ? t = t, 0 ? t = 0, 0+ t = t
A4: for any w 2 CS

w =
P
ft : (t; w) 2 Dki & k 2 Kig

A5: for any w 2 CS

� w =
P
ft : (t;� w) 2 Dki & k 2 Kig

The set R of rules of inference for our formal system is the following:

12



R1: from (�) �) and � we can deduce � for any formulas �; �
R2: from t1 = t2 we can deduce t(t1) = t(t2),

where t(t1) is a term containing t1 as a subterm and t(t2) comes from t(t1)
by replacing some of the occurences of t1 with t2.

We write A ` � if there exists a derivation from a set A of formulas as premises
to the formula � as the conclusion.

We write A j= � to denote the fact that A semantically implies �, that is, for any
S-standard interpretation Mi;Ki

of L(S;CS) in S-consistent cooperative knowledge-
based system we have Mi;Ki

(�) = T .

Theorem 2 (Soundness). For any formula �, A ` � i� A j= �.

5 Conclusion

We give a model of a distributed information system with sites being able to learn
statements describing the data belonging to their nearest neighbors. These statements
are stored as rules in the knowledge bases (knowledge bases) added to all sites of the
distributed information system.
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